This note presents a model for infrared (IR) sensor performance, discusses its scaling, and uses it to compare estimates of sensor cost effectiveness. The model characterizes the sensors with parameters determined by detailed MRT calculations and measurements. Its analytic solutions predict ranges of 2 to 6 km for good visibility and 1 to 2 in poor. It can also predict the weights of sensors required to recognize targets, which increase rapidly with range. Data from aircraft sensors indicate a weaker scaling of mass on range. Thus, the model and aircraft data give quite different predictions of the ratio of swath width to sensor mass. However, their agreement at an altitude of about 8 km is adequate to support the assessment of operating up to the maximum altitude of most current UAVs.
Range prediction. The model for range prediction is defined by the equation
where T is the target's temperature difference from its surroundings, k is the atmospheric attenuation, r is the range to target, A is related to the sensor's sensitivity (l/D*), N = 4 is the number of line pairs across the target required for recognition, h is the dimension of the target in meters, and m (cycles/mrad) is related to the MTF of the sensor optics. Table I gives the values of A and m inferred from MRTs provided by NVL for five capable FLIRs that would fit on UAVs. The sensor range is then
from which the dependence of r on T and A is weak, but its dependence on m is strong, except when k is large, i.e., when visibility is very poor. The five NVL sensor's ranges vary from about 2 to 4 km for excellent visibility, where the Versatron gets up to about 6 km but they all drop to 1 to 2.5 km for the conditions characteristic of northern Europe.
Weight prediction as a function of range is performed by solving Eq. (1) for
relating the MTF parameter m to the optics diameter D through m = C A D , where C = 2 to 4 for current systems, and converting D to mass M through M = KD3, where K c-2,000 kg/m3 for current systems. Figure 2 shows D and M for a sensor with the Versatron's A and whatever m is needed to meet the range required for good visibility conditions. The size naturally matches that of the actual Versatron at a range of about 7 km; the mass is scaled to match it there. For shorter ranges the masses are so small that they would be dominated by fixed masses. For longer ranges they grow rapidly for k > 0, reaching about 400 kg by 20 km.
along with the NVL sensor masses and ranges. The aircraft sensors are not identified, but they are at the smallest and largest masses and at the longest ranges. The data turn up sharply for ranges greater than 10 km, but it is not possible to tell from the few points there whether they turn up as fast as that from the above model in Fig. 2 . Figure of merit . A rough figure of merit for sensors is the swath they can cover. For a sensor that covers 45 degrees each side of nadir, its height is r/d2 and its swath is twice that or d 2 . It's cost is typically proportional to its mass, so its ratio of benefit to cost is proportional to d2/M, which is shown in Fig. 3 for the sensor with Versatron scaling of Fig. 2 . The ratio falls rapidly with altitude, roughly as 1/z2 for z small, although the small sensor masses there would in practice be masked by fixed integration masses. The second curve shows the scaling inferred by NRC from five airplane sensors, which is MN = 1.7r 1-35, which gives d2/MN = 0.8ho.35, which varies much more slowly than the first. The curves cross at about 8 km, but they disagree by a factor of 5 by 11 km. The actual Versatron only reaches an altitude of about 5 km, where the discrepancy is again about a factor of five.
Summary and conclusions.
This note presents a model for IR sensor performance, Aircraft sensor data are also available in this size range. They are presented in Fig. 3 discusses its scaling, and uses it to compare estimates of sensor cost effectiveness. The model characterizes the sensors with parameters determined but detailed MRT calculations and measurements. It admits of analytic solution, predicting ranges of 2 to 6 km for good visibility and 1 to 2 in poor. It can also be used to predict the weights of sensors required to recognize targets at given ranges, which increase rapidly with range. Data from aircraft sensors indicate a weaker scaling. The model and aircraft data give quite different predictions of the ratio of swath width to sensor mass. although their agreement at about 8 km is adequate to support the assessment of the benefits of operating up to the maximum altitude of most current UAVs. sensor range (km)
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